ANNOUNCING KENWOOD & CO. NEW SPRING 2017 PET PRODUCTS
Two luxe new collections to bring style to your home and comfort to your pets
Minneapolis, MN – Kenwood and Company is excited to introduce two new stylish pet assortments with the release of
their Monaco and Brooklyn Collections. The designs are created with special attention to detail through intricate
accents bringing the best lifestyle trends to the comfort of the consumers’ home. The collections will be featured at the
PM&J, LLC booth at the Global Pet Show, Booth #3221.
The product assortment consists of a wide variety of pieces from pet beds to apparel, collars, leads and travel
accessories. Each collection follows a different trend from luxe and cozy materials to a color palette that is bright and
fun with unique silhouettes. As with all Kenwood and Co. collections, all products are manufactured with quality in
mind and ensures a comfortable and functional experience for pets of all sizes and life stages. A combination of
modern design, rich materials and inviting hues make these collections so inviting you can’t help but fall in love with
every piece!

The Monaco Collection is inspired by the Mediterranean coastline
known for its upscale and elegant casinos and yacht-lined harbors. The
collection features soft hues of blues with rich metallic foiled accents.
Alluring fabrics such as textured plush, brushed heathered tweeds and
metallic leather are sure to spoil the beloved pet within.

The Brooklyn Collection is inspired by the unique architecture,
bright colors and vibrant streets of New York’s most populous
borough. The collection uses abstract geometric prints and a bold
color pallet to bring the pieces to life! Bright contrast cording and
functional handles add a bit of pizazz to the assortment.

For more information about these new collections and other Kenwood and Co. products, visit www.pmandj.com or call
763-746-7700.
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